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FRUITVALE ALIVE IMPROVEMENTS
BY OTHERS

EAST BAY GREENWAY
LAKE MERRITT BART TO SAN LEANDRO BART
Concept Plan
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EAST BAY GREENWAY
LAKE MERRITT BART TO SAN LEANDRO BART Concept Plan
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SEMINARY TO 69TH IMPROVEMENTS BY OTHERS

10' Cl. I & 2' Shld
11' 11' 11' 11' 11' 11' 11' 11' 11'
11' 11'
11' LOADING ZONE

SEE EBGW SEMINARY TO 69TH AVE PLANS FOR WAYFINDING PLANS AND DETAILS DIRECTING BICYCLISTS TO/FROM 69TH AVE & SAN LEANDRO ST

BUS SHELTER
PROVIDE ACCESS TO BART MAINTENANCE FACILITIES

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL CROSSWALK
RELOCATE YELLOW CURB TO 73RD AVE.

2' BUFFER
EXISTING IN-LANE SB BUS STOP
BLUE CURB ZONE

RED CURB BUS LAYOVER AREA

66TH AVE
69TH AVE
SNELL ST
SAN LEANDRO ST
COLISEUM STATION
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CONTRAFLOW FROM 105TH AVE TO MOORPARK ST ALIGNMENT OPTION DRAFT